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The object of this thesis Is the study of the filter formed
by usin& terminated filters ( considered as two-terminal net-
works)
,
rather than the usual pure reactances, as arms, it was
hoped that such a filter would exhibit unusual properties which
might prove useful, such as greater attenuation through a large
band, steeper attenuation curves at cutoff, better impedance
characteristics absorption of power rather than reflection in
the rejection bands, and economy of components.
F11
#|r#6in paraJ"lel **** fllt«rs in series have been previously
analysed
,
but a study of an arrangement like this has not
been made previously, as fur as can be determined. However,
previous filter theory is used to derive the results.
II* COKOLUdlOKS
The properties oi the derived filters are most Interesting.
The properties of many do not appear to be as good as in the
usual arrangement, but in a number of cases described there
are definite advantages to this new type filter. The most
promising type is the lattice arrangement of two-terminal
terminated filters. This type can be made to have a high
attenuation over a large part of the rejection band ( at least 43.5
db. over 97% of the band using MM* terminated arms ) . The most
important property, however, is that this filter has a constant
•2,*6 refers to numbers in Bibliography, page 40.
(a) KoiLWAIN and BRalKSRD (Reference 3 ) is an excellent summary
for the tee or pi section type. The reactance curves are most
useful. OUlUEKlir (Reference 2 ) well covers the lattice type.
2iterative impedance which Is a pup© resistance to all frequencies,
pass or rejection . This means that this filter can be perfectly
terminated, that there will be no reflection* to fctaa generator
for either the pass or rejection frequencies ( wnlch always occur
with the usual filter >* and that the filter itself will absorb
the rejection band power.
The tee arrangement leads to more complicated results
than the lattice arrangement. Rejection band power ie absorbed
for only part of the rejection band. The lucrative tapedaice
of the sQctx^a depends on the Iterative iispedaucy of Its arms
and is not an easy function *o match. ,.*wi\.a«* for the lattice
type, lov-pasa arus always result in a hl^li-paas filter and
vioe-v *rsa, such is not true for toe tee type, as an example
of the tee type, low-pass series ar^s of pi termination and
a low-pass shunt arm i of the tee termination result In a
high-pass filter. However, low-paaa series ar^ia of tne tee
termination and a low-pass shunt arm of the pi termination
result in a band-pass filter.
Hence, wo have the unusual result that ^iven two low-pass
arms of tee termination and two low-pass arms o£ pi-termination,
we ca i construct
(a) a high-pass filter (using lattice arrangement,
(b) a high-pass filter with different cutoff frequency
than previous filter (using tee arrangement with pi terminations
in the series arms)
(c) a band-pass filter (using tee arrangement with tee
terminations in the series arms)
(d) ft low-pass filter (using the arms In eonYsntional
by switching alone.
Even though thift new filter uses many components (23 capacitors
and 22 inductors for a lattice with KB* ans, or 10 capacitors and
10 inductors using m-dsrlved ana*} it may be considered to hare
economy of components in some ways because of (1) the constant
input impedance of the lattice type and (2) the flexibility of
types that can be constructed witb. the sane arm*.
In all the above cnses it has been assured that the cutoff
frequencies for all arms is ttM HMft* fmr both the lattice and too
arrangements an investlsation has heen ^ade of too effoct of
different cutoff frequencies for the shunt arid serias arms. It is
showr! for the lattice type that the attenuation is low for the
Interval between the cutoff frequencies of the ansa. For the tee
type the attenuation is not affected afrrertety, other than shift
of cutoff frequency.
the attenuation characteristic rather than the phase
characteristic has b*en emphasized throughout as the attenuation
•1
characteristics determine the phase character! otics .
Tbe theory of this paper can bo extended farther; i«e. # hy
using filters herein discussed (but not the lattice typo, as
arms of other filters, but this has not toon investigated.
THECRX
The use of two-terminal terminated filters as arms of the
filter results in arms which are apparently resistances to
some frequencies and therefore (since they are terminated in a
resistance) absorb that power, and apparently re£Cu*-icea to
other frequencies. 157 making the shunt and aerlaa ariss Inverse
networks, the reactance of the ahunl. ana Mill \l+^ya be o-
opposite si<$n to ths r\ r fcfee aarlati ar .. IT t.uoa axiua
are plaood In a Liutico arrangeMQBt. wa will L-pa»a
network fo** I frequencies at wiiica ilia ami appear to be
(a)
react icej
To aiiapliry the dlSOOSalMi all reactance* afc*U uWNfti
pure. PartfaeY* it shall be assumed Utat bta > lap ^^suice
of oara am titer) la u^ual
to the Itwtlra la^aedcnes or - . {bis md m*
achieved - Uj "o : the iin infinite
number of aecticna, or more pMMflllinTljf If aawttiag aaafe am
to conaict of only one ftlan pnaporljf tars: b j.w~ far
end, I ng & ter«inatii*<s action are tbe bamlnatlim reaietor
if n*»<:ocr>ai . ..sating aeotlona kbii tfill
lead to only skajLl errors over -lest oi* fjtm paJW-^atM al Utt
ansa* tppen illut.. all uyg&a el araa that will be
discussed.
*3.p320
The iterative impedance of a tee-aacfciwii-li*—
*
12aZ$i f !JJ* /
(1) zT = k 1/ / *-,V Gy wr.i
.
-j
where K la the aquare root of the product of the total series
(a) sea Appendix C for proof that attenuation la zero whan ahunt
and series afcea of lattice are opposite reactances.
and shunt reactances of the section* and where Pa Is TfT*/ #the
total series impedance divided by four tines the total shunt
3
The iterative impedance of a pi section is
(2) Zn * j7V/H o
Pig. 2
since we assumed inverse networks (and constant-K sections).
lattice section:Let us now consider a t:
Fig. 3
The attenuation of a lattice section is
(3) X**aJ^) '- {/-§*
or







where 2^ and 2^ are like impedances (both apparent resistances
in this oase)*6 * p239 .
Let us now place the described pi terminated filters as the
series arms of the lattice and the described tee terminated
filters as the shunt arms of the lattice. The attenuation <*. of
the lattice is then, by (3)»




(a) see Appendix B for meaning of all symbols
providing
<6 > **X©J • 777 re{/ / ' »6,p238
The iterative Impedance of any lattice is
^-/_ (/ Z^uZa.(7) -A , __„.
therefore the iterative Impedance of our lattice Is
(6) ' "/- =/(
Thus we see the iterative impedance la a constant in-
dependent of frequency.
Aa special cases of the lattice type, let us consider
the tee and pi arms to be constant-K, low-pass. Then
= - 4 ^Yc(9 ) /? = -j^rr
7
Therefore
do) To ( (4-) rJf/-^w^c
this equation being true, of course, only when the quantity
under the radical is positive.
Figures 4 and 5 show the attenuation arid iterative impedance
vs. frequency for this type filter. The attenuation curve is also










As another special tttM of the lattice type, let ua
consider the tee and pi arms to be conctant-K, high-pass.
Therefore
(12) XtuJil*-} - Vf-f&zz
this aquation being trus only irtiec the quantity under the
radical is positive.
Figures 6 and 7 show the attenuation and iterative





It can be seen that for the lattice , using constant-K
arms, shunt and series arms being inverse, attenuation will
always exist when the arm input impedance appears to be a
resistance (pass band for the arms}* and only then, no matter
how complicated the arms* Thus band-pass arms result in a band-
rejection filter, etc. for this lattice type.
The attenuation of the two previous filters, using tee
and pi arms, was low near cutoff, and in fact rather lew
through most of the attenuation range, but had one pole of
infinite attenuation, since
(3) XULfe)*fZt and
(X3) £« L J - JO
to make s. battar attenuation charge tori* tic we noed to malre
Z
-- bo a* near 1 as possible throughout the pass band or the
arms. ArrangaAont* of Um BMUfXfi typo ttltara will ausoiupliah
this purpose better than the constant-K prototype. Curves of
the mid-shunt iterative impodance of a mid-sorioo s-derivad
type filter are given in a number of references
and this same curve can be used to illustrate the mid-saries
•3
iterativo impedance of tLs uivj-shunt m-derived type section •
Further, the product of tU? old-shunt iterative impedance of
the mid-series m-derived type section by the mid-series Iterative
impedance of the mid-shunt m-derived section equals /r\(3ee«3 or 4)
These two networks are therefore inverse and to those frequencies
at which the iterative impedances are reactances, the reactances
of the two will be opposite in sign, as desired.
The mid-shunt iterative impedance of the series-derived
m-type section is




It we place the terminated filters as series arms
of a lattice and the terminated filters as shunt arms
of the lattice, , —
(16) Z.'izJT' A^D*0^)AlA^^ *K





*>., t =r sH / -~~- -~ i^ ft- «.a
vo oee that a new* pole of infinite attenuation ic intro-
duced ubon
and this aocen&i pole ci I u<oVn I toy choon'
. ~ate X shows attenuation vs.A for several values of a
a paramo ter** i'irssia ^-ot- - ooul4 have been calculated using
(17) but wora actually calcu7. *«iod, :*or convenience, using
curve3 of mid-shunt Iterative iaipwOttiiCo of the mid-series
m-derlvad type vs. p* as given in Terman *6,p23>. Xnia can
be dons oecause this curve gives SZ or :~ vs. /^> , and
, &» ^*
or
U9)/&*i(~j "^-^4 - ij *&<*>*& K. = ordinate if or41nate<i
(20) * yiv^i . i ' o^t-eiar
Using a small value of m we can obtain an attenuation pole
aa near as desired to the cutoff frequency , but when m becomes
very small the pole becomes very narrow at its base and the
overall attenuation suffers, /alues between a 73 and ir "6 seem
very &ood* In the usual filter thaory the value of m is usually
decided, at least in terminating sections, to &lve the optimum





uD z eurr^"siASS. . <£"<*-»#? -. K
a constant for all frequencies not affected by the value of a.
10
71m attenuation of the lattice type filter can be iiiproved
further by the use of more complicated arm** Since "Theoretically
with dlf?3ir-itlon neglected, the eolutlon of the terminal wave-
filter impedance problem—-can be carried to an/ degree of
proxlznatlon desired toward a oonetant reeletance terminal
image impedance in all transmitting banda *-7 with one lattice
eection we can approach infinite attenuation over the entire
rejection band (rasa band of art s) to ar*.v degree of approximation.
The m* type of arcs seema to oe the meet complicated 2yv»
that is economically realisable, though 2000I describes HM'M'
'
and more complicated types* la all of these more c l sated
types it la still possible to realize Inverse networks and in
Shea it is proved toe mld-aerlee Ima&e impedance char-
acteristic of the shunt-derived |%' structure is inverse
to the mid-anuiit impedance of the it n-dc rived |Sjg> structure.
tuc MK* termination ..aji idi^oeu to <.v© an iterative
*2,p33l
impedauce oonetant to within H over 77% of the pass band.
using the reasoning o*' [19)
*
• au» attenuation over 97%
of the relation band of the lattice flit** I
£late 1 snows the attanuatlor cbaraoterlrtlc of a lattice
with mi» tarmlnatec filters as ai**, with Jt***729Q end » ,=*.4134.
There are three poles of infinite attenuation* This curve coulfl
have been computed in the manner of prCYlfl t for
convenience the reasoning of (19) was applied to the iterative
impedance characteristics curve of the MM' type as drawn by
11
Sobel on page 314 of *7.
Examination of Plato 1 shows that a lattice filter with
m' arms Is little or no more efficient than two lattice
sections with m-derived arms (having perhaps different m*s) a
and actually one section with km* arms requires 2 more capacitors
and 2 more Inductors than two lattice sections with m-derived arms.
It has been assumed previously that all four arms of the
lattice were of the same pass-type (I.e., high-pass* low-pass,
band-pass, etc.) and had the same cutoff frequencies, an
interesting problem is the effect of different cutoff frequencies
for the shunt and series arms. Previously a single frequency
saw all four arms to be resistances, or the shunt and series
arms inverse reactances. With different cutoff frequencies,
however, there will be frequencies at which the shunt (or series)
arms appear to be resistances while, at the same frequency,
the other arms appear to be reactances, let us discuss this
problem for the following assumptions t
a. The series arms are the low-pass tee type, terminated,
and contain £g and £, •
b. The shunt arms are the low-pass pi type, terminated,
and contain ^xand *~*~
The cutoff frequencies of the shunt and series arms are
different and are related by
(22) ^'^ H'
How (23) *"" */3^ **** ^ ; jfe
*





If we assume / 4/ , below \.<jc ^both arms are resistances.
Between U/±
i
and (4/*a* the series arms appear to be resistances
and the shunt arms reactances. Above u>-.r , all an&f appear to be
reactances (shunt and series opposite).
Let us define
Below uac^X
by assuming £-/• with no loss In generality, other than a
constant factor In particular, in this region the attenuation





and we see the attenuation Is infinite at *-* r ^ and aero
at **•.
The iterative impedance in this region is
iterative impedance is fcla. at tiy = and infinite at ****
in the region 'c^^^^the series arms appear resistive*
the shunt arms reactive, and the reactance is a negative
reactance. Here




la villa region , / -
—
Thus here the iterative Impedance Is a complex number, always
harm* an angle of -45°, and varying In magnitude from <& at (jj^
to zero at Us, • Returning to y we see that it is a complex
r and hence the attenuation 1b not given by (3) or (4),
and therefore the foraula for attenuation must be developed
for this case.
*2,p579
The transfer function for any lattice is
ftf 2«, j. t\ . f u, i I \
Since it Is sore difficult to find the real part of the
tanh of a complex number* the log font will be used.
HOW If
thw. (35) x-^/Tv^-; i.4*si4*te%) ta~ «5»
Therefore In tola case
14
<36)o< - ^ ^ if ' I**')*'
; tt^ il i
Therefore when *% -^aO • uX - o •nd
when c* s • jL - o * therefore there suet be
value of y that oauaes the maximum attenuation in this
range, in Appendix V it is proved that this value le %*- ( •
rnerefore the maximum attenuation la this ranee is
r
The actual value of 7.64 db. will be reached only for very largo
or small k f s, l^owever* aaA aces not, necessarily pass through
the value of 1.
The attenuation above 6£/C /vill be zero, ae tne ehunt and
aeries arji* will tfeNt appear to be opposite reactances.
Plate 2 Illustrates the attenuation of the lattice filtor
«?hen {*) Co^' v^, , (b) fc^**/?^ and {a)^^S^*
We have yet to determine the iterative impedance above ilii .
The iterative impedance in this ran&e is
Fig, 8 is a sketch of the iterative Impedance. The real




Let us now investigate the filter formed when the arms
are arranged as a tee rather than the lattice of previous
discussion. This case is more complicated than the lattice
because a tee structure is not an all-pass structure when
series and shunt arms are opposite reactances. The tee will
attenuate as did the lattice when all arms appear to be resistances;
but for a portion of the frequency spectrum when arms are
reactances, the filter will attenuate again. There also will
be a portion of the frequency spectrum wherein the reactances
combine to give a resistive iterative impedance with no attenuation.
There will be attenuation when ?) ° or P4^ - / . Attenuation
^v N *3*p296
will be ssoro when °/^/-l* With constant-* type arms
we can have t^e arrangement of either fig. 9 orflg. 10
Pig. 9 FlS* 10
The results will not be the same for the two figures.
First let us assume the arrangement of fig. 9* Then
(39) s* *iZr __j/ +f*o
As a more special case let us
2- (*+<"«)




A - ~^ 4/VX
/*-




It* a cO 1* * cutoff frequency*
Z(l~ tcu^C)
tfhen
(43) -/ - i
Z(>~ k* ^ l )
Below (m~?£* all arms appear resistive, therefore p is2_
positive in this range and then
(44) c?( - X <2^
When
*JL " '/^ * 3- -<JW "" ^/ i^^m^tj
For
*3,p297
For uA »£ /^ie Between and-1 and the Attenuation la zero.
iterative
(46) Z *f+?nZ-r *
For lowpaes arue.
of our eection ie
3,p286
(4T) z * a: /^//ri-rvr
Uj~0* 2 ~M *J. further, ^ ' C when ^6/ (ZZ * *°r large u/
Figure* 11 and 12 anew the attenuation and iterative

















As another special ease using ths arrangement of fig. 9
1st us assume the arms are high-pass. From (11)
I Therefore





and /& --/ . When
r ^ and when
i
Further we can see
~ f'a - ^
i<y






is positive and the attenuation in this
(52) o< s X 4u*U--*S> 5 Xa^'jr* / 77 ' _^_~7
For the range
-~ri • ^y -J— ^> . * and the attenuation is
(53) * =
'(/T^-\ - ,?-!,: r^-'fiZ X
For the range Uf / JL
-/</*<<*
lu^i—)
and the attenuation is 0.
The Iterative impedance of the section is
(5*) 2 *4j X i ^ i-y^^ -
i
/-ry^tc
when u/ ~qZ'^iAp*& *©** 6^->cx7 2?-* /f^J • **r tfa* range
<u^< the iterative impedance is an inductive reactance.
Figures 13 and 14 show the attenuation and iterative







Let us assume the arrangement of fig. 10* Then
"5Z~ ' ± (HA)(55) f - Hi rV2 k
As a more special case let us assume the arms are low-pass
Therefore
(56) P- i(/ ~j t^VcJ
The cutoff frequencies exist when /f?* and /&- - t . when
(57) O _ / _ Ix (7- £ >







we see fc^ = 1^5 Is a cutoff frequency. Below u* - ~ all arms
are resistive, hence ^ is positive and
(59) o< ~ X**~>J~'ff l4U^L~
$
f-L(t~4 '£<)
For the range :==; ^u>S)fil
-/ ^ ^< o and the attenuation is 0.
For the ran^p ^^flL /°<L~i and
The iterative impedance of our section is
Figures 15 and 16 show the attenuation and iterative
impedance for the arrangement of fig. 10, using low-pass arms*
t.*> IAJ
19
As another special case using the arrangement of fig.
10 let us assume the arms are high-pass. Then
the cutoff frequencies exist vhen/?r o and/5'--/ . When








For the range and
For the range ^^ y u^/ —*— -K^40 and the attenuation la 0.
For the ran^Q u^> ,-^ss i the arms are resistive,/ Is positive,
(65} <* ~ %*4+JL~'\/fi = 2*K^C m 'j/±( /- yl^TcJ
The iterative impedance of the section is
C^5 z -- K (T7PC -- K jj : - ,-i-~
Figures 17 and 13 show tha attenuation and iterative








Since for th*> lattice we investigated tho ef^act of rising
m-derived terminated arms, let us now for completeness sake
Investigate the effect of in-derived arras In a tee arrangement
•





Fig. 19 Fl£. 20





Aa a special c&se of fig. 19 let us assume the arms
are low-pass. Using (9) then
(70) /" - ~« . —j
—
Mi* i ~ )
end
C * 4 (*-<+< »/ ' *&*
when
<71 > z r K / *





Figures 21 and 22 show the attenuation and Iterative
Impedance for the arrangement of fig. 19 » using low-pass











It should be noted the attenuation at (v-O 1» the same as in
fig. 11, but here we have a band-paa a rather than the high-pass
filter of fig. 11.
Lot us consider the case of fig. 19 when b&ft arms aro





w t- — / . ~ )










,^s a numerical example using a .6 it can be seen whan
and . when and
Figures 23 and 24 show the attenuation and iterative
impedance Tor toe arrangement of fig. 19» usin^ high-pass














For the case of fig. 20, ualng (14) and '15}
2 z~ JLC5EL
(74) /* s .-; =
// S3
? A r/ - ;








(77) 21 - <|f *r j Ml 1/c,j^
Ab a numerical example using m ,6 It can be aeeii 2L " 0°
when - ' -rpS" and 2 - ° when.*. -=& cr ~ .
Figures 25 and 26 show the attenuation and ltarativo
1ej. the arrar^eui^nt of fib* 20, M&ag Tow-pass i£-




Fig. 25 ?l£. 26
tjet us consider the case of f5 ,. 20 when the aims are
high-pass. Then
(75) /**
/- y »i c
z./.






As a IMMirloal example usin& m-.6, it can be a«en 2. ~^°
wheni - £^rua»eL Z r s when - $#5 51 or "^"^ •
^ures 27 and 28 show the attenuation and iterative
impedance for the arrangement of fi&» 20, using high-pass
m-terminatau a/ms, with m*.u.
C^
-4. J. -*j **? * r '-* ^
Fig. 27 ?ig« as
for all tee type filters discussed thus far it is to
be noted that at one end of the attenuation band the attsuuntion
approaches
(30) <X - 2^wC ~* fj* -? Z 4*iJT*ff> = // y eU-
vhich 1» much lower* t*>«n is to "be desired. Hewever in aU these
cases the assumption was mads that the % of the ssrles arm was
equal to the R of the shunt arm. By removing this assumption we
can obtain & method for malting the attenuation as sigh as
desired at one end of the attenuataoa band* Defi/iin& the series
arm ac arte 1 and the shunt arm as arm 2, let us a&aln investigate
the attenuation of the arrangement of fig. 9. rov
^. 2.2,,- 3-SLl. i
In that part of the attenuation band In which we are
presently interested in increasing the attenuation, the arsis
24
appear as reel stance s and the attenuation Is
Therefore to Increase c/ in this range we want to increase p
as u/approaohes for the high-pass filter or as ot/ approaches
oO for the low-pass filter. For the high-pass filter (low-pass
arms) /
(82) r - x. 7?i fi-%&hSVHb u>hS-%.
and as lu -* o , /? -^ ^ |»? , and ><-> ^W"Y£*k
For the low-pass filter (high-pass anas)
(83) p = i fr jfri^fts^
and as ^ ~>oo f ^ x <&. , and cr^i^^c" i/i 2k as for the
high-pass filter case. Therefore by determining the ratio (Sl
we can make <A approach whatever limit we please as to"? o » or
as iv^ao f as the case may be. Now
(84) /<, :£ <*#w*i% = /*£
but we are not completely independent in our choice of L*s and
0*8 as we still oust meet the requirement that the cutoff
frequencies must be the same. For the lew-pass arm case
(85) «*fc, ~ U*. x -^ = jj=^^ or 44 *****
For the high-pass arm ease
(86) *t, s o,c , -- £*~ i —^ or ^ * *A^.
as before. These are the only conditions the L's and c's must
meet, however (other than the desired impedance values), hence
even fixing (86) we can picfc any arbitrary values for (84)
providing we accept the impedance characteristics.
25
Investigating the impedance for this case, instead of
(46) no have
of (85)
(88) ^ ' ^ Therefore
(46) Z- = K V -t / -*-
for the low-pass arm (high-pass filter) case then, the
impedance curve will still have the general outline of fig* 12
but the limiting values will be different. The value |/a-, k^ could
be chosen independently of
-jf if (85) did not apply. let us now
Investigate the effect of different cutoff frequencies.
£*t us assume the arrangement of fig. 9 to investigate
the affect of different cutoff frequencies of the shunt and
series arms of the tee type filter* Define a series arm as arm 1
and a shunt arm as arm 2. Assume ^^ : ^ ***/ * where k is a
constant, when -*
~
' previous argument would hold. Bow
(90) ^c. ' j=* -Auy^ t - ]~^ t Therefore
C91) t-^ • A* 4,*,
Ffcr convenience of explanation assume * * ' or V^t * /^ »
.
Those frequencies Uj ^ ^c< see fig* 29. Those frequencies
^,<M^H*e fig. 50. Those frequencies *"*U'** see fig. 31.
It is obvious fig. 29 will cause attenuation. Fig. 30 will
cause attenuation in some manner we have yet to determine.
Fig* 31 is a high-pass section* so we suspect it will attenuate








pie. 29 rie. 30 Fig. 31
(92) /» - ~ . -"- - ^ ^^ > > /
For simplicity assume & - / . ?rov
<
(93) f?» -4 ^-, and
(94) rt - - <-i - ~ v%L **Ci
Therefore i
(95) /* r 2. |f/..i^S V/. £fck<*»<r *t
in the range - , - ii i positive number and
r /
(96) ** ^ X+^W V? = -< '• '"'^p^^^/-^^
la the range ^,v-^((v(J- t ^ia a complex number* actually
(97) /3 s ! = pure imaginary
*
-i* real x imaginary
The heary /^ will designate the faet that It is not a
real number, and the light p will designate the modulus ofr .
In the complex case the attenuation for the tee arrangement
is
,-/— _
(98) Ci »s^"£jff*^*>^H? *£)
where ^ is the angle of P .
m our case ^ is 90 hence (96) reduces to
(99) °< "£^~'lfp5t +e) and in this rangs
(100) /? r -p -J-^7======ag=r
27
Abovat^A *p la a negative real number and we can return
to the symbol p • Here
<loij /° r
-i ^r-^-c-^
For any frequencya *jre>qu»uc / ~~
V%*,
For
*4 " ** = K
(105) Z
As a numerical example, Plata 3 ehows °( vs. ^ for the
high-pass filter when/? r / and <fc z 2- + It is to he noted
the new cutoff frequency of the shunt arm had no harmful
effect, other than the shifting of the cutoff frequency of
the filter to near the cutoff frequency of the shunt arm.
Fig. 32 is a sketch of the iterative impedance for this





To conclude the thesis three cases will be discussed x,o
show, partly, why it was concluded arms of both the lattice
and tee type filters should be all of the same pass-typo.
For the first case let us assume we have a lattice (fiw .
33) with the series (no. 2) arms hi^h-pass with pi terminations
and the shunt (no, 1) arm low-pass with tee termination.
Assume the cutoff frequencies of the arms are the same, and
the K's the same.
Fig. 33
(104) zT *Klfc0 *Kyhw*x
(105) 7^^ —£- fCssr-r^r-— -
—
For the cutoff frequencies to be^tne
(106) Uj =-% =a€j-^_ and




The quantity under the radical will always be negative.
Therefore y is complex and its real and imaginary parts are






* 1 Ci i . w ,«/[lto< ^r^qi^c,*^--^,
?r
examination of this equation ahows^ro whs^6v* r/^ » th*
cutoff frequency of the arms. Also, ;^ -> o when or • ~3v^>«
Appendix D prove* the maximum attenuation given by (56)
la when
= / and (37) provea the attenuation is then 7.64 db.






i *the solution of which la t ,y ._-
Fig. 34 la a sketch of the attenuation for this filter.
oi Flf> 34
As the second case let ua assume the teo of fig. 35 • with
















cutoff frequency for both arms. x *
L C r SlS Therefore
/
-*//-*-%'. f >- dfer,
Oar Kv
30




.iOQ+fi im always a negative ixaginary, and
tig) cX *:C*^~*lJ?
s
*i f £l vher*
(118) /?- r- * ' > 5
fcg« 36 is a e&stch of the attenuation. There is no pass
band* ?or this crse
(119) Z r^Vr-tr +W r ^i/ 2 y^linliii /
' / "* tv^*, :~^7<,
The impedance Is a complex number for all frequencies except
2^X &tu>iO # it has an Infinity at u/a iC^ •
64/
Fig. 36
or the third* case let us assume the tee of fig. 37 , with













Assuming ^ « sr u^ ^










/2 is a amative ii&a^inar/ below ^t and a positive
imaginary above Ufu . (98) reducea to
for all rraquenoies "because the cosine of a negative angle
is equal to the cojlne of the positive angle. Hence
ja± J if f- 4 ******<(12) P ~ 2. f . —17—
Tnia egression appears indeterminate atu>~^V but can be
evaluated by differentiating numerator and denominator of the
i
quantity under the radical to give, at ^'jr^t
(125) <* T
^ § I j
~~
]
The impedance la a complex number for all frequencies except
Z-K at 6*/-o # it has an infinity at UJ" "fir£ .
Fig* 3& 1b a sketch of the attenuation for thi > arrange&ent*
The attenuation Is aero at zero frequency and increases to















>- Cl UJ X M i v_d j
<- CQ M ca cq CJ1
X. CO CD CD a)
>— •H -H TH / ^^
G? 'Cj' >H .( J S\
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M< £ P +-> +J
c> t JH b«h-l *J 1
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PLATE 3
ATTAINTtat TnW V<3 FRTQIRNT/Vai J.uil\Uni XU1N V <J • rujwU'juvI
Tee Type Derived. Hign-rass Filter
Cons.ant-K terminated arns
X ' 1 /

















J 111 III ....
~> \±/ 11
/4 / 4-ns \























The left terminal* join the filter. The right terminals
are connected to a terminating section which is connected to














The remaining sections may he connected to the resistor

















































Symbol Meaning page first used
°^ Attenuation* nepers, unless specified db. 5
& Phase 13
t Transfer function jf^O(t^ 13
f One-fourth ratio of total scries impedance of filter 15
section to total shunt impedance of filter section*
P A complex f . Then /* is the modulus ofP . 26
fi> one-fourth ratio of total series impedance of arm 4
section to total shunt impedance of arm section.
(P The phase angle of P 26
^ Angular frequency 6
*"* Outoff angular frequency 6
k A constant 11
X Square root of product Z%Z^ 4
j y 2U_ or If z~t- of a lattice section 12
Z Iterative impedance of derived filter section 16
Za Total series Impedance of arm section 5
2^ Total shunt impedance of arm section 5
2L Iterative impedance of a lattice section 6
2L Total series impedance of any filter section 4
:
n
Total shunt impedance of any filter section 4
Zf Iterative impedance of an arm, with arm arrange* as tee 4
Zn Iterative impedance of an arm, with arm arranged as pi 5
Zj» Mid-series image impedance of shunt-derived m-type 8
Zf[ Mid-shunt image impedance of series-derived m-type 8
IX c
Proof that ftttoatso&ioa la £er© v;hen shunt and series





(a) [**V*^ I ,1T~/
But wo asnujne that Bw and ^ are opposite reactances, or that
(b) xL -*«--
"JJ















Differentiating, and setti g equal to zeros
The real roots of this equation are 7> ^ ' and j?*
:
"*/•
Proof* 2* ^^g'fr^S* -7 * -p rs ^~ & ^u—. : . a . p'7 j ,1 /
We are concerned only with the value f-1, however, beoause p-ov&m
assumed a real positive quantity when defined* The maximum
value of our expression is therefore;
tit
*0
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